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Mumbai has one of the most extensive and efficient urban transport infrastructures in India. The
local trains of Mumbai are its lifeline and are believed to transport a mind boggling 7 million people
per day during the peak season.

In addition to Metro and road and waterways, Mumbai is serviced by The Chhatrapati Shivaji
International Airport (formerly known as Sahar International Airport), the busiest airport in India in
terms of passenger traffic. The city is also a transit hub for airlines that travel from South Asia to
Europe and vice versa. The new swanky recently inaugurated airport is very traveler friendly.

There are many airlines that offer cheap flights to Mumbai. Itâ€™s a good idea to plan your travel in
advance and take advantage of the discounts offered for early bird buyers.

Finding cheap flights to Mumbai is a big deal for because Mumbai is the most expensive city in
India, in terms of cost of living.

Mumbai can be a very expensive city for tourists and it's essential for travelers on a tight budget to
seek cheap hotels in Mumbai. Booking an affordable hotel in Mumbai is easy as you will find plenty
of options if you search online.  Many websites and blogs offer lists of such hotels with all the
facilities they offer and various types of rooms available. Seek deals and discounts that are
available from time to time and spend your savings taking in the wonders of Mumbai.

Itâ€™s recommended that travelers search for accommodation in Central and South Mumbai, which
allows them to take advantage of the cityâ€™s excellent public transport system. This will ensure that
you will not spend too much time commuting and be able to explore the exciting tourist attractions of
the city.

Staying at a hotel in central Mumbai ensures that you are only a few minutes away from tourist
attractions like The Gateway of India, The Taj Mahal hotel and the National Centre for Performing
Arts. Mumbai is also famed for its cuisine and cuisines from all over India and South Asia are
available there. Mumbai is also a nursery of cricket and has a long history of the game being played
in every open space. Some of Mumbaiâ€™s most iconic structures are the Bandra Worli Sea Link and
the famous Haji Ali Mosque.

A trip to Mumbai is incomplete if you have not sampled its world famous street food : Pav Bhaji and
Vada Pav. The steady influx of tourists has ensured that all manner of hotels have sprung up in
Mumbai that cater to every budget and fancy. Mumbai hotels are adept at catering to guests from all
parts of the globe.
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budget or a 5 star hotel in Mumbai depending on your expenses.
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